OPTICON H2020 Project 730890
Mid-Term Review Meeting

DG RTD, Square Frère-Orban 8, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Room 04/A149 (4th Floor)

17 October 2018
10:00 – 16:30

Participants:
Project Officer / Chair Keji-Alex Adunmo
Independent Expert Andreja Gomboc
Scientific Coordinator Gerry Gilmore
Project Scientist John Davies
Project Manager Gudrun Pebody

Networking work package representatives
James Osborn
Łukasz Wyrzykowski
Heidi Korhonen

JRA work package representatives
Philippe Feautrier
Hermine Schnetler
Andrea Bianco
Jörg-Uwe Pott

AGENDA

10:00 INTRODUCTION
Welcome participants
Adopt agenda

(15 min) Project Overview – objectives, highlights
(15 min) Project management

10:30 TECHNICAL REVIEWS (JRA)
Theme one (WP1, WP2, WP3, WP10)
Theme two (WP4, WP5)
Theme three (WP6, WP7)
Theme four (WP8, WP11)
12:30 – 14:00  Lunch, Discussions

14:00  TECHNICAL REVIEWS (Networks)
Trans-National Access (WP16)  Project Scientist
(20 min)  Time Domain Astronomy (WP13)  Lukasz Wyrzykowski
Training Schools (WP 12)  Heidi Korhonen

15:00  TECHNICAL REVIEWS (Impact, Strategy)
Impact example – FLI  Philippe Feautrier
(15 min)  Strategy, Sustainability  Project Coordinator

15:30  DISCUSSION, QUESTIONS
Led by Independent Expert, Project Officer

16:00  FINAL DISCUSSION
(30 min)  Led by Independent Expert, Project Officer

16:30  END